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Foreword
As the new Her Majesty’s Trade
Commissioner for Asia Pacific, it is my
pleasure to welcome you to the largest ever
connecting event for British tech companies
and potential partners in Singapore.

Continuing to grow and develop the
UK’s tech sector is a key strand of our
modern Industrial Strategy and a personal
priority for me as Her Majesty’s Trade
Commissioner. It will deliver more, better
paid jobs, not just in the UK but for our
The Department for International Trade
partners around the world. We’re investing
has carefully selected companies with a
heavily to ensure the UK remains at the
wealth of expertise in the most in-demand
forefront of innovation including a new AI
areas of technology in Singapore: Artificial
sector deal worth almost £1 billion, with
intelligence; cyber security; data analytics;
nearly £300m of private sector investment.
health tech; and smart cities. With more
This commitment to the sector provides
than 30 companies on this mission, we have funding for PhDs and Masters, the creation
technology to enable you to make better HR of prestigious Turing Fellowships, and
decisions and speed up due diligence and
support for AI firms to export globally. There
compliance reviews; reduce account fraud
are strong areas of synergy between the
and data theft; secure your networks and
UK’s Industrial Strategy and Singapore’s
mobile applications; personalise healthcare; Committee for the Future Economy, and
create autonomous fleets of vehicles and
many of UK areas of focus, from AI to the
drones, and monitor smart networks.
future of transport and cities, as well as how
we manage our aging society, are areas
The UK’s strengths in all of these areas of
shared with Singapore.
technology flow from our universities and
research capabilities, our incubators and
DIT is here to support the development
accelerators and our great technology
of new partnerships between the UK
companies, from start-ups and SMEs
and Singapore and we are excited to see
through to multinationals. The UK is home
what opportunities will emerge this week.
to some of the world’s strongest university
The team will be on hand to answer any
research groups in AI such as Cambridge,
questions about this event.
Edinburgh, Oxford and UCL, and has 17
academic centres of excellence in cyber
I look forward to meeting you this week.
security. We’re also the leading European
destination for international tech investors.
Natalie Black
According to data from Pitchbook,
Her Majesty’s Trade
between June 2016 and June 2018, UK
Commissioner for
tech companies received over £5 billion in
Asia Pacific
VC funding – more than France (£1.55bn),
@natalieblackuk
Germany (£2.15bn) and Sweden (£644m)
combined.
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The UK’s AI capability
Phillip White, Technology Specialist | Department for International Trade
E-mail: phillip.white@trade.gov.uk

AI companies born in the UK have
attracted the attention of major IT
companies: Google acquired Deepmind for
$600m, Microsoft acquired Swiftkey for
$250m, Twitter acquired Magic Pony for
$150m, Amazon acquired Evi Technologies
and Apple acquired Vocal IQ. The
acquisitions have become part of products
such as Alexa and Siri. Many of these UK
companies were spun out of major British
universities, with major IT companies
continuing to invest in the UK.
Universities in the UK continue to
spin-out AI companies, some of which
are represented amongst the mission
delegates. The Alan Turing Institute works
with sixteen universities and key partners,
and is creating the much-needed pool of
workers skilled in data science and AI.
UK Venture Capital companies such
as MMC Ventures, Octopus Ventures,
Amadeus Capital and others are providing

the funding needed by the spinout
companies and start-ups.
UK companies and universities are
strong in the application of AI to image,
video and speech recognition, as well
as applications for natural language
processing, autonomous vehicles, cybersecurity, healthcare, retail, financial and
other sectors. There is a strong and deep
community of more than 400 small- and
medium-sized enterprises in the UK working
on applications of AI.
The UK Government has made Artificial
Intelligence one of four ‘Grand Challenges’
of its Industrial Strategy. This has been
supported by a ‘Sector Deal’ for £950
million of investment and the creation of
the AI Council.
We hope collaborations with these UK
companies mark just the start of your
journey with the UK in this fast-moving field.
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The United Kingdom
and Blockchain
Jeffrey Peel, Technology Specialist - Technology and Smart Cities | Department for
International Trade
E-mail: jeffrey.peel@trade.gov.uk

Blockchain emerged from the world of
cryptocurrency – including Bitcoin and
Ethereum. Because such currencies are
virtual there needs to be an underlying
technology infrastructure – a so-called
distributed ledger – that records activity.
The ledger technology, because it is
cryptographically secure, removes the need
for a central agency to record transactions.
The ‘blockchain’ shares the record of
transactions and establishes trust without the
need for a third party.
Interest in blockchain has exploded in the
UK and beyond and the technology is seen
to be potentially disruptive to certain classes
of business because it obviates the need for
third party agencies. However, some argue
that the technology is a bit over-hyped and
not best suited to every business scenario.
Nevertheless, blockchain businesses are
being created in many sectors in the UK
including financial services, insurance,
government, and travel/tourism. Blockchain
has also given rise to an alternative funding
mechanism for block-chain businesses i.e. the
ICO (initial coin offer).
ICOs are not legal in all jurisdictions (and
specifically outlawed in some). In the UK
they are not currently regulated by the
financial regulator (the Financial Conduct
Authority). However, the FCA has advised that
“depending on how they are structured, they
may fall into the regulatory perimeter.” The
regulator has also advised caution investing in
highly risky ICOs.

Despite this, UK investment in blockchain
has been growing fast. According to a
report by the All-Party Parliamentary Group
on Blockchain, investments in UK-based
blockchain companies tracked by the Group
in its 2018 report, “rose from just over $50m
(US) in Q3 of 2016 to $150m by Q2 of 2018”
– i.e. investment has tripled. Investment has
come from both traditional venture capital
(fiat money) investment as well as ICOs.
Innovate UK, the UK’s government-funded
technology transfer organisation, has
announced availability of funding for
blockchain projects – projects that may result
in new products or services underpinned by
distributed ledgers. The Department for Work
and Pensions has also undertaken a trial into
blockchain technology. Tramonex, the business
payments company that uses blockchain
technology, was regulated by the FCA in
2016 and has received some early funding
from Innovate UK. Therefore, blockchain
is increasingly considered to be a useful
technology that can produce viable business
use-cases. In addition, UK universities, such as
Imperial College’s Centre for Cryptocurrency
Research and Engineering, are developing
research specialisms in blockchain technology.
The result is that the UK is developing a
vibrant blockchain community of businesses.
UK expertise is increasingly being sought by
international investors – and the UK’s openmindedness to blockchain makes it likely that
investment in UK blockchain technology will
continue to grow.
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The Cyber Security Challenge
Reuben Sinclair, Cyber Security Industry Representative (Singapore & SE Asia)
| Department for International Trade
E-mail: reuben.sinclair@trade.gov.uk

As technology rapidly evolves, the challenge
of protecting technology and information
increases with threats becoming increasingly
complex. This means that the cyber security
strategies of governments, public sector
organisations and businesses need to evolve
to keep pace. We are seeing:
- More frequent and more sophisticated
attacks
- An increasing reliance on technology
meaning higher impact of business
interruptions
- Substantial time and cost to resolve
incidents
- Cyber security costs escalating, and
budgets being affected by an increasing
skills shortage
Significant security benefits are being
derived from emergent technologies such
as artificial intelligence, machine learning
and quantum cryptography. Examples of
this include: Device Authentication and IOT;
Secure Ubiquitous Networking; Quantum
Cryptography; Supply Chain Integrity and
Operational Technology (OT) and Industrial
Control Systems.
The UK has opened two Cyber Innovation
Centres in Cheltenham and London. These
centres support companies developing the
next generation of cyber technologies. The
National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC)
opened in London in February 2017 and
works with both public and private sectors
in building cyber security skills, developing

innovative defences and helping to manage
cyber incidents. Together with the huge
number of cyber innovators and start-ups
and the assurance of services available via
NCSC, this makes the UK a very compelling
cyber security partner.
But whilst technology can assist us,
organisations are realising that this is not
simply a technical problem. Most cyber
risks are not caused by technology - they
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are caused by the way that humans interact
with technology. Here are some of the key
behaviours that will help us succeed:

- Create inventories of our systems and
data - we cannot protect what we don’t fully
understand

- Separate critical or sensitive internal
systems from public facing systems such as
internet and email (or deploy solutions that
render these safer from attacks such as
- Focus on improving cyber hygiene (good
practices and security procedures that keep phishing and other malware)
systems and date safe) – 80% of incidents
- Accept that we will probably all experience a
are caused by poor cyber hygiene
cyber security incident at some point – focus
on building effective response capabilities
and take advice from industry experts
- Educate staff, customers and citizens to be
more aware of cyber threats

- Look outwards at the threat landscape as
well as inwards to our defences, consider
security threat intelligence solutions to
better inform us of emerging threats
- Start to think like the attacker - use security
testing services that allow a vision of our
vulnerabilities as the attacker sees them
So, we see that whilst new technology
presents some of the risks it can also
contribute to the protective solutions. It’s
really a combination of people, process and
technology working together with good
information sharing that will provide the
answer.
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Smart Cities - UK
The ‘smart city’ was popularised as a
concept nearly a decade ago to describe
how advances in technology and data
could allow us to plan and run our cities
better. Smart city strategies have broad
ambitions that are often hard to pin
down. They typically cover the range
of economic, social and environmental
outcomes that most cities strive for.

aims to be a world leader in smart city
solutions by developing an ecosystem to
support the network of innovative SME’s
across the country, many of whom work
closely with leading academic institutions
to deliver world-class services.

Singapore launched its own smart
cities initiative in 2014, aimed at using
technology to improve life in the city,
The latest projections show that the smart whilst attracting foreign investment to
increase economic growth. The Singapore
cities market is expected to grow by 20%
Government’s Smart Nation vision seeks
per year from over $300bn in 2015 to
to harness technology and data to support
over $750bn in 2020. The largest market
better living, creating opportunities
currently is Europe with a size of close to
$130bn. The Asia Pacific region is expected to support stronger communities as a
response to the growing urban challenges
to grow at the highest rate of nearly 37%,
of an aging population, urban density and
increasing the size of the market from
energy sustainability. Singapore is unique
around $50bn to $220bn. The projected
growth in the APAC region is fuelled by the as there are no other cases where an
entire country is being transformed under
launch of new large-scale development
the careful plan of central government.
projects in China, South Korea, Japan,
Singapore, Thailand, India, and Australia.
Opportunities have been created in
other markets as a result of smart city
UK smart city expertise is focused around
growth. Governments are waking up to the
the convergence and integration of
implications of the digital transformation
healthcare, transport, education, energy,
of urban life, and some are taking
smart grids, the built environment and
measures to protect their citizens and their
digital media. The UK has particularly
data. In the West, concerns are rising as
strong international expertise in smart
a result of recent incidents with security,
city engineering consultancy, design and
including the Internet-of-Things ‘denial of
planning, with companies such as Arup,
Atkins and Mott Macdonald at the forefront service’. In Asia, over half a million Android
accounts were breached between August
of global initiatives.
and December 2016. All these attacks on
The UK Government is supporting cutting- cyber security and data privacy require
government action to protect citizens from
edge research in key areas relating to
such incidents occurring in the future,
smart city development including the
when most of our daily activities will
‘Internet of Things’, secure technologies,
extend into the digital realm.
intelligent search, supercomputing, and
systems modelling and analysis. The UK
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UK tech is
present in
95% of the
world’s mobile
phones

UK Tech
Expertise
Summary

The UK government
is investing
£1.9 billion in
cyber security over
the next five years
starting from 2016

The UK is home to...
... AI start-ups in machine
learning, deep learning
and natural language
processing

... a number of tech conglomerates
including Sage, SCC and Micro Focus

... 5 of the
top 10 global
fastest-growing
businesses
- with one
starting up
in every 75
seconds

of the 47

£1.9bn
The UK is one
of the top 5
most promising
markets for
technology
breakthroughs

Source: Insight Artificial Intelligence Future Growth, Accenture

The UK tech
market is

bigger than
the rest of
Europe’s
combined.

75
seconds

Source: Insight Artificial Intelligence Future Growth, Accenture
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European
unicorns are
in the UK

Source:
Tech Nation Report 2018:
Key Findings

Notable AI start-up examples:
BenevolentAI, Weave.ai, re:infer, Stepsize, FiveAI, 
Seldon and Growth Intel.
Source: Insight Artificial Intelligence Future Growth, Accenture
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Company Profiles
AMPLYFI
www.amplyfigroup.com
486, Pendyris Street, Cardiff CF11 6BH

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Chris Ganje
Co-founder and CEO
chris.ganje@amplyfigroup.com
+44 7825 281 489

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Ian Jones
Co-founder and CSO
Ian.jones@amplyfigroup.com
+44 7789 874 825

AMPLYFI is a scale-up based in Cardiff
specialising in artificial intelligence. Its
proprietary AI-platform, DataVoyant,
enables organisations to significantly
enhance their business intelligence and
research capabilities. Far exceeding the
capabilities of standard internet search
engines such as Google, Yahoo or Bing,
it works across both the Surface and the
Deep Web to enable users to unlock the
entire internet for themselves, for the very
first time. It finds, harvests, simultaneously
reads, and analyses millions of documents
to automatically present insights through
compelling and intuitive visualisations.
Its inherent flexibility, ease of access,
and intuitive visuals mean there are no
limitations on who can use it or where

they access it from. With multiple proofpoints across industries and sectors
(clients have included Blue Chip multinationals from Energy, Banking, Insurance,
Defence, Pharmaceuticals, Manufacturing,
Government, Academia, etc.), and multiple
geographies, DataVoyant has been used
to support a range of horizon scanning,
competitor intelligence, macro-economic
assessments, future scoping, in-country
risk, education, procurement, etc. activities.
Sources of value include, but are not limited
to, enabling smarter and faster decisions,
raising productivity, reducing third-party
consultancy spend, and increased data
security and privacy when turning to the
internet for intelligence.
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ApplianSys Ltd
www.appliansys.com
ApplianSys House, Harry Weston Road,
Coventry, CV3 2UB

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Dave Gravell
Business Development Director
dave.gravell@appliansys.com
+44 7775 640 132

ApplianSys Limited develops, produces
and markets network server appliances to
Education, Enterprise and ISP markets. Its
product range consists of the following,
each with a range of hardware models
to give customers’ solutions that are fit
for their requirements and their budgets:
CACHEBOX – A web caching appliance that is
deployed within customer networks to serve
repeated requests for online content. This
ensures fast content delivery to end-users
and allows organisations to save money on
internet connections: particularly powerful
for schools for whom a very high proportion
of web requests are repeat. Customers
include Aga Khan International Schools,
Maldives Ministry of Education and Malaysia

Telecom One Project. DNSBOX – A DNS
(Domain Name System), DHCP (Dynamic
Host Configuration Protocol) and IPAM (IP
Address Management) appliance solution
designed to cost-effectively simplify,
control and protect vital DNS services.
Customers include WestPac, Macquarie
Telecom and Office of The Prime Minister
of Malaysia(JPM-ICU). EDUGATEBOX – A
multi-function network gateway appliance
that helps education authorities to get
schools online affordably with basic routing
& switching, DNS, content filtering, caching,
content management, firewall and traffic
monitoring functionality. Customers include
Uganda Communications Commission.
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Arctic Shores Limited
www.arcticshores.com
17 Marble Street, Manchester, M2 3AW

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Robert Newry
CEO & Co-founder
robert@arcticshores.com
+44 7739 864 344

Arctic Shores provides psychometric
assessments using AI and game technology
to enable companies to make better hiring
decisions. Our innovative and data-driven
approach has helped companies boost
their employer brand (85%+ candidate
ratings), raise diversity (60% increase in
female hires) and improve their quality of
hire (40% increase). Our clients include
KPMG, Citi, PWC, Digi, UoB, Govtech,
Walmart and Siemens. Our product is used
in 34 countires and is translated into 14
languages.
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Assuria Ltd
www.assuria.com
Reading Enterprise Centre, University of Reading,
Reading, RG6 6BU

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Terry Pudwell
CEO
terryp@assuria.com
+44 1189 357 395

Assuria is the UK’s only developer of
proven, enterprise class cyber security
software solutions including SIEM, FIM and
Vulnerability Assessment, with customers
in the US, UK, Europe, Middle East, Africa,
Japan and Hong Kong. Assuria also provides
all of these solutions integrated into a
powerful Multi-tenant SOC Management
Platform which allows suitably trained
companies to quickly and easily establish
highly effective SOC and Managed Security
Services operations in any location.
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BehavioSec Ltd
www.behaviosec.com
Runway East, 10 Finsbury Square,
London, EC2A 1AF

Contact: Kai Jalonen
Title:
Business Development Director,
APAC
Email:
kjalonen@behaviosec.com
Tel:
+65 8448 6180
Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Oscar MorÈn
Sales Director
omoren@behaviosec.com
+46 700 908 102

BehavioSec’s Behavioral Biometrics
platform is widely deployed across Global
2000 companies for its proven ability
to dramatically reduce account fraud
and data theft. Founded in 2008 out
of groundbreaking academic research,
BehavioSec technology allows companies
to continuously verify digital identities with
superior precision in real-time to lower
fraud expenses. This allows a business to
reduce false positives, reduce fraud loss,
reduce call center costs and improve user
experience. BehavioSec’s solution is used
in global deployments by many of the
world’s largest companies, reducing manual
review while safeguarding millions of users
across billions of transactions. BehavioSec
investors include Forgepoint Capital, Cisco,
ABN AMRO, Conor Ventures and Octopus
Ventures.
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Cannon Technologies Group Ltd
www.cannontech.co.uk
Queensway, Stem Lane, New Milton,
Hampshire, BH25 5NU

Contact: Ewan Smith
Title:
Regional Business Development
Manager
Email:
ewanls@yahoo.co.uk

Cannon is a UK technology company
producing cutting edge Modular Data
Centres. From multi megawatt facilities
down to deployable transportable versions
and micro-datacentres. With presence on
all continents, Cannon provides cutting
edge solutions for some of the toughest
environments. We are an international
leader in data cabinets and metal
enclosure systems, which are used in the
Data Networking, Telecommunications,
Electronics and IT industries. Today,
Cannon Technologies is the sector
world leader and known for high level
of investment in product development.
Cannon was awarded Global Company of
the Year for Data Centres by the American
Frost and Sullivan. Cannon holds thirty
patents and serves all markets, such as
military, government, banking & blue chip
commercial.
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Crystal Apps Ltd
www.crystal.ai
1 Primrose Street, London, EC2A 2EX

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Uljan Sharka
CEO
uljan@igenius.ai
+39 3663 222 222

Crystal is the world’s first virtual advisor
for digital data. It turns big data into
smart, relevant, insightful and tailor-made
information, enabling businesses to optimize
their business intelligence and to take the
right actions. Crystal makes business data
literally talk enabling the following benefits
since day 1. Data analysis done in seconds
instead of days. Increase data driven
processes to 100. Accelerate/replace 1000+
BI tools with crystal’s advisor. We are on a
mission to simplify the relationship between
business data and people.
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Digital Shadows
www.digitalshadows.com
7 Westferry Circus, Columbus Building,
London, E14 4HD

Contact: James Chappell
Title:
Founder & Chief
Innovation Officer
Email:
James.chappell@		
digitalshadows.com
Contact: Lawrence Loh
Title:
Direct Sales APAC
Email:
Lawrence.loh@
digitalshadows.com
Tel:
+65 9762 7007

Digital Shadows SearchLight monitors,
manages and remediates digital risk across
the widest range of data sources within the
open, deep and dark web to protect your
company’s business and reputation. Digital
Shadows was recently named a Leader in
the 2018 Forrester New Wave for Digital Risk
Protection.
Why choose Digital Shadows?
Coverage, we cover the widest range of
sources including open deep and dark
web. Analysts, we remove false positives
and investigative incidents for your team.
Relevance the intelligence we delivered is
100% tailored to your needs and sensitive
assets. We serve clients across the globe
in financial services, retail, manufacturing,
healthcare pharmaceutical and legal.
Specific case studies can be found on our
website - https://resources.digitalshadows.
com/customer-stories
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Elements Talent Solutions
www.weareelements.io
Elements Talent Solutions Pte Ltd,
Capital Tower, 168 Robinson Rd,
Singapore, 068912

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Daniel Goldstein
CEO
daniel@weareelements.io
+44 7939 916 843

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Mario Aquino
Executive Advisor
mario@weareelements.io
+65 9736 3662

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Lauren Peake
VP of Growth
lauren@weareelements.io
+65 9762 7007

Elements is an innovative Talent Acquisition
Consultancy that partners with rapidly
scaling tech organisations to help them build
and resource a best-in-class hiring function.
Our embedded model embeds Talent
Acquisition professionals within the hiring
organisation to deliver a dedicated approach
that deeply understands their culture and
hiring bar. This partnership model produces
significant efficiencies and major cost
savings when compared to using traditional
recruitment agencies. We use a combination
of technology and intellectual capital to
identify and engage the quality and quantity
of new talent to ensure our partners meet
their hiring goals.

We have already helped some of the world’s
leading tech organisations to hire Tech,
Product, Design, Sales, Operations and
Marketing talent from all over the world. Our
partners include Spotify, Skype, Atlassian,
Asana, VMware, Auterion, King.com,
Farfetch, Just Eat and iZettle.
In Singapore, we are a partner of the IMDA
and currently support Taiger, Anacle,
Handshakes, Sense Infosys, Tookitaki and
Vizense in helping them explore local and
international talent as they scale.
Our regional expertise includes Singapore,
Malaysia, China, Australia, US and Europe.
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EOS IT Solutions
www.eosits.com
53 Moss Rd, Banbridge, BT32 3NZ

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Padraig Brown
Client Manager
padraig.brown@eosits.com
+44 2840 651 006

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Barry Strain
Global IT Logistics Director
barry.strain@eosits.com
+44 2840 651 006

Established in 2008 EOS IT Management
Solutions have grown to become a
market leader IT Supply chain, Global AV
rollouts, Global support, Global logistics
and continue to expand our service
offerings into the Security, Data Centre,
Enterprise Networking and Service
Provider technology marketplace. With
10+ sites worldwide including UK, ROI,
USA, Singapore, Brazil, India, Australia,
Israel, Japan and Germany, EOS have
the capabilities and competencies to
meet our client’s ICT requirements and
expectations on a global scale. To date EOS
have deployed 27000+ VC-UC solutions
throughout Asia, Europe & North/South
America. With over 200+ qualified field
based engineers on multiple architectures

across multiple locations, EOS are dedicated
to providing exceptional service and
technical expertise. Having achieved Cisco
Gold Partner status in US and EMEAR;
accreditations have continued to expand to
include Cisco Advanced Security, Advanced
Collaboration, Advanced Data Centre and
Advanced Enterprise Network Architectures
and Specializations. In addition, EOS hold
Elite Technical Certification for Juniper
across UK and EMEA in Network and DC
technology sectors. (Currently awaiting
to be recognized by Juniper as an Elite
Partner). Our long standing business
relationships include: Facebook, EA Games,
Uber, Google, Amazon, Visa, Bank of
America, Primark.
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First Derivatives - (Kx Systems)
www.kx.com
3 Canal Quay, Newry, BT35 6BP,
Northern Ireland

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Martin Haines
MD Asia
mhaines@kx.com
+65 8322 0457

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Neeraj Maskara
Business Development Director
nmaskara@kx.com
+65 9762 7007

First Derivatives (FD) is a global technology
provider with 20 years of experience
working with some of the world’s largest
finance, technology and energy institutions
and employs over 2,000 people worldwide
with 14 offices around the world. The
technology division of FD is Kx Systems. Kx
is the high-performance database that sets
the standard for time-series analytics, with a
built-in expressive query and programming
language. FD has developed a suite of
products for a range of industries including
Financial Services, Telco, Pharmaceuticals
and Utilities.
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Hypervsn
www.hypervsn.com
2/F, Soho Wharf, 1 Clink Street,
London, SE1 9DG

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Vadzim Tsitou
Partner, Asia region
v.titov@hypervsn.com
+44 2080 685 328

HYPERVSN is a young technology
company responsible for developing the
innovative and disruptive 3D holographic
system that provides an immersive
experience for viewers. From our global
HQ in London, HYPERVSN services our
partners and customers across the globe.
The company, founded in 2012 and initially
backed by Sir Richard Branson, has
recently attracted additional investment
from Mark Cuban among others. The
proprietary HYPERVSN hardware works
in conjunction with a platform of unique
and robust software / content to provide
customers with an integrated 360,
high-quality business solution. Targeted
business verticals include Digital Signage,
Retail, Events, Education, Public Safety
and many other use cases. Our Brand Line
“See Extraordinary” encapsulates the
approach we stand for. Seeing is believing.
We create extraordinary experiences for
people who view our holographic visuals
with a sense of childlike awe and wonder.
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Inavya Ventures Ltd
www.avatr.ai
64 Southwark Bridge Road, London, SE1 0AS

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Aymeric Teulon
Director
aymeric.teulon@inavya.com
+44 7875 492 564

Inavya Ventures Ltd is a London-based,
technology-led company established in
2015. With R&D grants and investment, and
engagement by leading clinicians, Inavya
has developed AVATR - an AI and machine
learning mobile application designed to
deliver personalised medicine at scale and
beyond borders. AVATR enables patients
to create a digital profile of their self,
which they can share with their doctor to
receive personalised medical care outside
of hospital. AVATR integrates data from
medical grade devices, plus environmental,
social and behavioural data to connect the
citizen to the city.
The AVATR team includes five PhD scientists,
two designers, plus finance, scale-up, IP
experts. AVATR demonstrators are running
in Singapore and Sao Paulo. We welcome
opportunities to form strategic partnerships
with medical device manufacturers, hospitals
and insurance companies globally.
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Jazz Networks
www.jazznetworks.com
The Charter Building, Charter Pl, Uxbridge, UB8 1JG

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Ana Garcia
EMEA Sales Engineer
ana.garcia@jazznetworks.com
+44 7857 711 179

Contact: Ran Pugach
Title:
VP Strategy &
Business Development
Email:
ran.pugach@jazznetworks.com
Tel:
+44 7717 811 524

Jazz Networks is a cybersecurity company
that protects organizations from data
loss by simplifying the complexities of
unpredictable human behavior. Using a
practical approach, organizations gain clear
visibility into all actions made by employees
and servers. We combine machine learning
with human interactions, so security
professionals get real-time, actionable
data and can focus on high-impact events.
Founded in 2016 to solve emerging security
threats, today Jazz Networks has more than
85 employees with offices in Oslo, London
and New York and are planning to open a
branch in Hong Kong and Singapore within
the next 6 months.
While Jazz Networks is a UK tech company
it is truly international, with employees from
UK, US, Norway, Sweden, Spain, Bulgaria,
Israel, Egypt, India, China, Malaysia,
Switzerland, Estonia, Netherlands and
others.
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Kindus
www.kindus.co.uk
The Elsie Whiteley Innovation Centre,
Hopwood Lane, Halifax, West Yorkshire,
HX1 5ER

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Imran Ali
Director
imran.ali@kindus.co.uk
+44 7971 889 006

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Matthew Barrett
IT Consultant
matthew.barrett@kindus.co.uk
+44 7827 471 949

Kindus is an IT security, assurance
and cyber security risk management
consultancy based in the north of England.
We provide a range of information security
services to clients who are looking to
improve or independently assess their
security. With over twenty years of
combined IT and security experience, each
Kindus security consultant’s inspiration is
seeing a client’s business succeed despite
the risks and threats that face their systems,
networks, and people. That is passion you
cannot buy. We enjoy a strong working
relationship with our clients as we guide
them through often complex and largescale decisions and pride ourselves on
being able to provide a bespoke, personal
service. Popular services are in IT/Cyber
Security, including ISO 27001 certification,

cyber defence, penetration testing and
security training. Privacy &GDPR, including
GDPR compliance, training, consultancy
and advice, and third-party supplier audits.
Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery,
inlcuding providing consultancy, advice, risk
assessment and remediation. Collaboration
technologies, implementing technologies
such as SharePoint, Skype for Business
and integrated email platforms. Innovative
technologies, including Blockchain, IoT,
AI, and cloud computing. Life Science
Consultancy, including CSV, SOP writing,
and Infrastructure Qualification. Industries
we work in include pharmaceutical, life
sciences, financial, manufacturing, retail &
healthcare. Our current markets are Italy,
Spain, Czech Republic and USA.
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Luminance
www.luminance.com
1-3 Strand, London, WC2N 5EJ

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Emily Foges
CEO
emily@luminance.com
+44 7392 086 587

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Thomas Chuang
Legal Product Expert
thomas.chuang@luminance.com
+65 8767 6187

Launched in September 2016 and already
in use on six continents, Luminance is an
artificial intelligence platform for lawyers
which uses machine learning to read and
analyse contracts and other documents
much like a human does, thus improving
the efficiency of processes such as due
diligence, compliance reviews, e-discovery,
and contract management. Deploying
some of the latest breakthroughs in pattern
recognition and machine learning from the
University of Cambridge, and trained by
legal experts, Luminance understands and
can highlight anomalies among large groups
of documents so that lawyers can prioritise
their work. The company has offices in
Chicago and Singapore to meeting growing
demand from AmLaw 100 firms across the
globe.
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Medopad
www.medopad.com
Millbank Tower, 21-24 Millbank, London, SW1P 4QP

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Dan Vahdat
CEO
dan@medopad.com
+44 2147 483 647

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Arsi Hyvarinen
Head of Strategic Alliances
arsi.hyvarinen@medopad.com
+44 2072 334 221

Medopad’s vision is to create a world
where people can live longer by helping
to extend the lives of 1 billion people by
2025. Patients with rare and chronic
diseases spend as much as 95% of their
time outside of the hospital and, in many
cases, die of complications rather than
their diagnosed disease. Medopad’s remote
patient monitoring solution is changing the
healthcare system by allowing doctors to
have continuous visibility over their patients’
progress. Its remote patient monitoring
solution takes a modular, disease-

agnostic approach and can be deployed to
immediately deliver actionable insights for
improved and more personalised patient
outcomes. Its Artificial Intelligence division
uses data collected through the platform to
generate predictive insights and detect life
threatening medical conditions. Medopad
partners closely with the world’s largest
healthcare systems, pharma companies,
research institutes, insurers and technology
companies like Apple and Tencent to solve
some of the biggest problems in rare,
chronic and complex disease monitoring.
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Metasphere
www.metasphere.co.uk
Millfield, Dorking Road, Tadworth, KT20 7TD

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Phil Tomlinson
Sales and Marketing Director
phil.tomlinson@metasphere.co.uk
+44 1737 846 100

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Paul Hart
Commercial Director
paul.hart@metasphere.net.au
+61 422 083 225

Metasphere are the trusted telemetry
provider to many Public Sector Water, Waste
Water & Gas Utilities. Metasphere have
been using this experience coupled with
recent product developments in Our ‘Point
Colour’ range of battery powered RTUs
to provide solutions in the environmental
and Meteorological monitoring market,
increasingly there is market interest in
Smart City Projects due to the NB-IoT and
Cat-M communications release. These
solutions couple our devices with an
increasing portfolio of sensors and can
integrate with many data collection systems
(top-ends) including ‘Canvas & Palette’,
Metasphere’s own data visualisation &
management platform.
Metasphere are based in the UK with an
office in Sydney and are expecting to open a
Singapore office later in 2018.
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Microfocus
www.microfocus.com
1 HarbourFront Place, #12-04/06
HarbourFront Tower 1, Singapore, 098633

Contact: Michael Waring
Title:
General Manager,
Southeast Asia and Korea
Email:
michael.w@microfocus.com
Tel:
+65 6510 4280

Micro Focus is a leading global enterprise
software company uniquely positioned to
help customers extend existing investments
while embracing new technologies in a
world of Hybrid IT. Providing customers
with a world-class portfolio of enterprisegrade scalable solutions with analytics
built-in, Micro Focus delivers customercentered innovation across DevOps, Hybrid
IT, Security and RiskManagement, and
Predictive Analytics. For more information
visit www.microfocus.com
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Mitra Innovation
www.mitrai.com
New Broad Street House, 35 New Broad Street,
London, EC2M 1NH

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Derek Bell
COO
derek@mitrai.com
+44 7702 056 080

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Dammika Ganegama
Managing Director
dammika@mitrai.com
+97 7722 94227

Mitra Innovation is a leading technology
company, enabling clients to embrace
digital technologies to improve their
business. Changes related to digital
developments are invitable and Mitra
works with businesses to ensure they stay
relevant and competitive.
Mitra’s experienced team has a range of
digital solutions that enable client’s to not
only adapt but thrive as a result of digital
developments. Services include digital
innovation and transformation, cloudto-cloud systems integration, as well as
product, platform and SaaS incubation.
As a preferred partner of WSO2 and
Amazon Web Services (AWS), Mitra can
also leverage the capabilities of these
platforms for the benefit of clients. With
cross-continent capabilities, Mitra assists

clients in the UK, Germany, Czech Republic,
Netherlands, Spain, Sri Lanka, Singapore,
Bhutan, India, UEA, Dubai, Kenya, USA,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand.
Working with businesses from the finance,
retail, telecommunications and public
sectors, Mitra has equipped leading brands
with the technology and technical knowhow to elevate their customer offering.
Thomas Cook Money (TCM), had ambitions
to enhance its online digital platform
and integrate with major travel-related
products. Mitra worked with TCM to get
an understanding of its existing systems
and provided the company with a fully
managed plan to evolve their platform into
an innovation and fully integrated solution.
Other notable clients include the University
of Exeter, Travis Perkins and Phillips.
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NCC Group
www.nccgroup.com
XYZ Building, 2 Hardman Boulevard,
Spinningfields, Manchester, M3 3AQ

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Paul Reilly
Executive Principal Consultant
paul.reilly@nccgroup.com
+44 7824 373 329

NCC Group is an information security
professional services organisation
headquartered in Manchester, United
Kingdom. Service areas include software
escrow and verification, cyber security
consulting, managed services, software
testing and domain services. NCC Group has
over 15,000 clients worldwide and continue
to grow global presence.
Cyber security consulting services include,
privacy, cyber security reviews, cyber
security improvement programme plan,
initiation and delivery, audit and assurance
work, Board-level awareness sessions and
providing experienced security consultants
into roles in organisations to provide direct
support.
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Nominet
https://www.nominet.uk
Minerva House, Edmund Halley Road,
Oxford Science Park, OX4 4DQ

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Simon Staffell
Head of Public Affairs
simon.staffell@nominet.uk
+44 7919 617 769

Nominet helps large enterprises and
governments utilise their DNS data to fortify
their digital security with threat detection
and blocking. The Nominet NTX platform
monitors and blocks cyber threats in realtime, before they cause harm to a business
or its reputation.
Based on over 20 years of national-scale
DNS expertise and eight years of dedicated
research, Nominet have a unique insight
into cyber threats, and the capability to find
and fix problems that no other service can
touch. It’s unique, patented compression
and analysis algorithms, capture,
understand and visualise the threats
contained in an organisation’s DNS traffic.
The platform is built to analyse billions
of DNS data packets, providing visibility

and protection on critical threats to an
organisation, including malware, phishing,
botnets, data exfiltration, cryptomining,
spam, DDoS and DNS spoofing.
Nominet is providing cyber security services
to large enterprises and governments
globally including being part of the flagship
Active Cyber Defence programme in the UK
run by the National Cyber Security Centre
(NCSC) to deliver Public Sector protective
DNS services. The service has proved
incredibly effective, and is now providing
critical protection for over 200 public sector
organisations covering central government
offices and departments, NHS Trusts, local
authorities, blue light services, regionspecific public services networks and many
more.
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Omnicyber Security
www.omnicybersecurity.com
9, The Pavilions, Cranmore Drive, Shirley,
Solihull, B90 4SB

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Bobbie Bhogal
CEO
bbhogal@omnicybersecurity.com
+44 7393 682 890

Contact: Sheetal Sharma
Title:
Margeting Manager
Email:
ssharma@
omnicybersecurity.com
Tel:
+44 1217 092 526

We believe that every organisation should
be confident that their digital and physical
environments are secure, resilient and
robust. Staying ahead of increasing
global security threats and protecting
organisations in the key markets, we have
the experience and expertise to safeguard
your business against future attacks.
OmniCyber Security hold the industry
gold standard, internationally recognised
CREST accreditation. We are dedicated to
protecting organisations against the everpresent cyber threat through developing
cyber defences such as our our OMNI
VIGILANCE software, neutralising threats
and building resilience against cybercrime.
Omni have delivered solutions to a broad
range of sectors including; manufacturing
and production, FinTech, leisure, logistics
and the healthcare sectors. We have

successful partnerships with international
banks, luxury hotel chains, as well as nonprofit organisations, software companies
that we have supported across the EMEA
region.
Omni vigilance Incident management platform
OMNI V security orchestration and
response technology enables security
analysts to monitor and efficiently respond
to security alerts. This unique software was
built in house by our talented developers
to aid our security operation centre
analysts. Omni V removes ‘noise’ and
allows security analysts to focus on what
really matters and respond accordingly.
Omni’s experience and partnerships with
international clients means we are well
positioned to protect businesses against
the ever-increasing global threat.
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Opinsta Ltd
www.opinsta.com
35 - 37 The Whitehouse, 111 News Street,
Birmingham, B24EU

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Raj Verma
CEO
raj@opinsta.com
+44 7989 199 312

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

George Matau
CTO
George@opinsta.com
+44 7757 110 472

Opinsta is a UK company that builds
enterprise apps that improve operational
performance. Our award-winning
solutions are used by clients such as
Virgin, CrossCountry and Bombardier and
have helped increase efficiency, improve
customer experience and reduce costs. The
company has recently closed its Series A
investment round and is positioned for rapid
growth, supported by its offices in Dubai
and Singapore.
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Redwood Technologies Group Ltd
www.redwoodtech.com
Radius Court, Eastern Road, Bracknell,
Berkshire, RG12 2UP

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Chris Barbour
Business Development Manager
cjb@contentguru.com
+44 7393 149 139

Redwood Technologies Group is a leading
international technology provider of cloud
communications and customer engagement
services. Operating across multiple
communications channels including voice,
email, chat, web forms, social, text, video
and Internet of Things, services are built
using Redwood’s intellectual property and
delivered through a global network of storm
cloud platforms. Hundreds of the world’s
largest organisations rely on mission-critical
communications and information services
from storm. Recent industry recognition
includes the 2018 IT Europa Award for Best
Vertical Solution, the 2016 UK IT Award for
Best Use of Cloud Services, the 2017 UK
Cloud Award for Best Digital Transformation
Project and the 2017 Computing Digital
Technology Leaders Award for Best Public
Sector Digital Project.
The Group operates across three segments
– Europe, Asia-Pac and North America, and
entered into a partnership with Rakuten in
early 2018 to deliver cloud contact centre
services across Japan.
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Scott Brownrigg
www.scottbrownrigg.com
150 Beach Road, #20-03/04 Gateway West,
Singapore, 189720

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Will Ringer
Project Director
w.ringer@scottbrownrigg.com
+65 6536 8244

Scott Brownrigg is an award–winning
international design practice providing
architecture, masterplanning, urban design,
interior designand town planning services.
Recognised as a top 20 architectural
practice within the UK and within the global
top 100, the practice has the embedded
skills to undertake projects across all
sectors; from large regeneration and
residential mixed-use developments to
offices,education, hospitality, sport and
leisure, defence, transport, advanced
technologies and heritage schemes. Scott
Brownrigg has its global headquarters in
Covent Garden, London, with UK offices
in Guildford, Cardiff and Edinburgh
andinternational offices in New York,
Singapore, Hong Kong and Moscow. This
geographic spread, supported by strategic

alliances in the Middle East, enables the
practice to serve its growing international
client and project base. The practice’s recent
track record includes projects for leading
global brands such as Google, BP, ARM,
Gartner, Cisco, KPMG, Arthur JGallagher,
Volkswagen Financial Services, BAA, Hilton,
Sheraton and Park Plaza. For over 100 years
the practice has been creating inspirational
environments for working, living, learning
and relaxing. Everyone within the practice
focuses on providing clients with a service
that combines commercial intelligence with
excellence in creative design. Eachproject
evolves by developing a deep empathy with
the client, investing time at the outset to
understand their objectives and vision. The
aim is to ensure that each project makes a
positive and lasting impact.
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Trustonic
www.trustonic.com
10 Station Road, Cambridge, CB1 2JD

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Michael Lu
VP, Sales & Business Development
michael.lu@trustonic.com
+44 7500 565 354

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Ben Cade
CEO
ben.cade@trustonic.com
+44 7775 903 789

Trustonic’s mission is to embed the best
security into the world’s smart devices and
to empower mobile and IoT developers to
build the trust required to deliver simple,
fast and secure apps and services.
Trustonic’s security technology is
embedded in more than 1.5 billion mobile
devices. Trustonic software development
tools secure critical mobile apps for banks,
FinTechs, mobile payment providers,
cryptocurrency and blockchain-based
platforms, automotive manufacturers,
mobile network operators, device
manufacturers and government bodies.
Trustonic’s ground breaking IoT solutions
deliver a new level of long-term security,
trust and attestation to the IoT ecosystem.
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Unmanned Life
www.unmanned.life
71-75 Shelton Street, Covent Garden, London,
England, WC2H 9JQ

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Kumardev Chatterjee
CEO
kumardev@unmanned.life
+65 0441 5000

Unmanned Life’s solution is an AI driven
software platform which deploys Autonomyas-a-Service across major verticals of
the economy.The platform integrates
different types of robots on the market
(vehicles, rovers, drones, robotic systems)
with a variety of capabilities tocreate
robust autonomous fleets over the cloud
via a single management interface. The
platform also enables to interface with
businessinformation systems and enterprise
AI, work both indoors and outdoors, with or
without GPS, over Wi-Fi, 4G LTE or 5G, and
with animplementation of AI.
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WhiteSpider
www.whitespider.eu
Glasshouse, Hathersage Hall Business Centre,
Hathersage, Derbyshire, S32 1BB

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Phil Lees
Chief Technology Officer
Phil.Lees@whitespider.eu
+44 7498 531 701

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Jonny Malcolm
Director of Sales & Marketing
Jonny.Malcolm@whitespider.eu
+44 7487 875 619

In today’s digital economy, all organisations
must be continuously reinventing their
business in order to generate greater
profitability from new digital products
and services, enhance user experience or
simplify and speed up operations. There
is often, however, a disconnect between
an organisations desire to create these
transformative services the capability of
its underlying infrastructure to enable
this digitisation. WhiteSpider’s value is
in providing consultancy, professional
services and technology solutions that
enable organisations build or adapt their

underlying infrastructure to can meet their
digital ambitions. WhiteSpider’s specific
expertise is in delivering Software Defined
technologies for cloud, data center and
networking infrastructure that simplify
operations, enhance user experience and
reduce costs. Headquartered in the UK,
WhiteSpider works with enterprises SMEs
and public organisations around the globe.
We are trusted both by our customers
(helping them meet business objectives) and
by our technology partners - such as Cisco
– to deliver on the promised benefits of the
solutions.
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Wirex Asia
www.wirexapp.com
25 Old Broad Street, London, EC2N 1HN

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Seimin Kuan
Managing Director
seimin.kuan@wirexapp.com
+65 9649 2804

Contact:
Title:
Email:
Tel:

Wei Ri Lim
Head of Compliance
Weiri.Lim@wirexapp.com
+65 9736 7583

Wirex is the leading hybrid personal finance
platform merging blockchain tech and
traditional finance with 1.8m customers
in 130+ countries and over $2 billion of
transactions executed to date. By combining
the benefits of blockchain with a traditional
payments infrastructure in a single webbased and mobile application, Wirex offers
hybrid personal and commercial payments
and currency solutions, through:
- hybrid fiat (traditional) currency and
cryptocurrency online e-currency
accounts;
- account-linked virtual and physical Visa
debit cards;
- instant local and international money
transfers and ATM withdrawals; and
- fiat and cryptocurrency exchange
services.

With a fast-growing and globally-distributed
team of 150+ staff across offices in London,
Toronto, Tokyo, Singapore and Kiev, Wirex
is rapidly becoming a global neo-finance
brand, set to revolutionise the personal
finance, currency and payment services
markets.
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Yotta Laboratories Limited
www.yottalaboratories.com
Blue Tower, Media City UK, Manchester, M50 2ST

Contact: Gary Spence
Title:
CEO
Email:
Gary.Spence@
Yottalaboratories.com
Tel:
+44 7933 192 280

Contact: David Dawson
Title:
Commercial Director
Email:
David.Dawson@		
Yottalaboratories.com
Tel:
+44 7933 192 280
Contact: Barrie Dawson
Title:
Chief Operating Officer
Email:
Barrie.Dawson@
Yottalaboratories.com
Tel:
+44 7969 142 837

Yotta has developed a technological
ecosystem which is set to revolutionise the
way corporations, businesses and individuals
operate.
Utilising blockchain technology and
incorporating smart contracts and an
unprecedented level of encrypted security,
the Yotta Platform provides the opportunity
to develop tomorrows technology, today.
Maybe the most boring element of
blockchain will be our most lucrative… secure
data storage. It’s where we have started.
It’s the beginning not the end. It’s topical
but crucial. Mastering it will solve real world
issues. Data is growing exponentially and the

need to store sensitive data more securely
has never been as great.
The first product, the Yotta Cube, is set
to be launched before the end of Q1 2019,
and 150 use case applications have been
researched, with the first five ready to go
into development.
The Yotta use case applications can be
applied to virtually any sector and business
throughout the world. In addition to the
Yotta platform utilising the company’s own
applications, Yotta can also provide bespoke
solutions for any business. The Yotta Cube
is the first true secure blockchain cloud
solution in a cube.
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SG DIT Expert Profiles
Zoe Fitzsimmons
Director Trade & Investment

Tel:
+65 6424 4302
Mobile: +65 9758 5647
Email: zoe.fitzsimmons@fco.gov.uk
Elsie Yim
Senior Trade & Investment Manager

Tel:
+65 6424 4325
Mobile: +65 9012 9803
Email: elsie.yim2@fco.gov.uk
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UK DIT Expert Profiles
Andrew Cockburn
Export Lead
Technology & Smart Cities Sector

Tel:
+44 207 215 2910
Mobile: +44 7880 472 380
Email: andrew.cockburn@trade.gov.uk
James O’Hern
Senior Trade Manager
Technology & Smart Cities Sector

Tel:
+44 207 215 5439
Mobile: +44 7825 112 909
Email: james.ohern@trade.gov.uk

Ryan Jackson
Trade Manager
Technology & Smart Cities Sector

Tel:
+44 207 215 1529
Mobile: +44 7342 087 590
Email: ryan.jackson@trade.gov.uk
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Imperial College London is pioneering Brain Computer
Interface technologies to improve complex skills training,
such as surgery. For highly skilled medical professionals,
choose the UK.
The Hamlyn Centre,
Imperial College London

www.great.gov.uk
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great.gov.uk
DIT
The UK’s Department for International Trade (DIT) has overall
responsibility for promoting UK trade across the world and
attracting foreign investment to our economy. We are a specialised
government body with responsibility for negotiating international
trade policy, supporting business, as well as delivering an outwardlooking trade diplomacy strategy.
Disclaimer
Whereas every effort has been made to ensure that the
information in this document is accurate the Department for
International Trade does not accept liability for any errors,
omissions or misleading statements, and no warranty is given or
responsibility accepted as to the standing of any individual, firm,
company or other organisation mentioned.
© Crown copyright 2018
You may re-use this publication (not including logos) free
of charge in any format or medium, under the terms of the
Open Government Licence. To view this licence visit: www.
nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence or email:
psi@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk.
Where we have identified any third party copyright information
in the material that you wish to use, you will need to obtain
permission from the copyright holder(s) concerned.
Published October 2018
by Department for International Trade

